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This is a private submission but informed by learnings as President of Moonee Ponds
Creek Co-ordination Committee since late 2009; ongoing memberships of Friends of
Moonee Ponds Creek and Friends of Maribyrnong Valley; collegial relations with similar
neighbouring groups; long involvements on the Otway coast; and a personal program of
visiting locations around the state that are reachable by V/Line, staying nights in more
than 20 with day visits to 30 more. Introduced to the world from the perspective of my
maternal grandfather whose backyard business gave him a time as President of Victorian
Master Plumbers and extensive involvement with the MMBW; with my mother's spare
block eroding into the Moonee Ponds Creek and my paternal grandparents on an irrigated
orchard at Kyabram; I had much pre-awareness of water systems. Trips last winter to the
Grampians, Echuca-Kyabram and Yarram-Sale were to reacquaint myself with places I'd
missed during my adult life. This submission is also informed by a working career built on
systems analysis and a deep appreciation of complexity and emergence which can lead to
impatience with those who demand oversimplification.
My visits to regional and rural cities and towns have brought focus onto the gap in policy
expectations between them and greater Melbourne, with particular reference to transport
and hydrological infrastructure and the natural environment. The Discussion Paper
appears to be a product of Catchment Management Authority thinking with minimal
reference to the very different concerns of Melbourne Water. I have said most of what
needs to be said from the perspective of metropolitan waterways in a separate submission
from the Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek, but that divide is but a precursor to the standard
government/bureaucratic wish for a one size fits all policy completely out of touch with the
rich natural variability across the state. While the Discussion Paper refers to a North-South
divide in the maturity of water management, the East-West variability of natural
catchment dynamics needs to be taken into greater account.
Given clashes with metropolitan workshops, it was easiest for me to get to the one in
Ballarat. Fortuitously I had already planned a three night visit to Horsham and Rainbow
the next week and that allowed me to also get to the Horsham workshop on my first
evening there. The two could not have left me with more different impressions which I at
first wanted to put down to the facilitators gaining experience in six days, but eventually
came to the opinion that it may have more to do with the Wimmera having learnt many
lessons a lot earlier. The mood in Ballarat was closer to panic over the Moorabool drying
up and reflexive denial of evidence. The secondary benefit was spending much of my
remaining time along the Wimmera River thru the town (below left) and below the weir
(middle) seeing how important the water retained by the weir is to the town environment,
something I had seen on previous visits to Dimboola (right) including one soon after water
returned post the millennium drought.
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Having lived in the area throughout most of my life, I am most familiar with the northwest
metro streams: Kororoit (top row below), Stony (2nd row), Maribyrnong (3rd row),
Moonee Ponds, Merri (bottom row) and many of their tributaries. My role from 2009
presiding over the agreed slow wind down of MPCCC has added a lot of detail to my prior
broad local, infrastructure and environmental awareness. While I continue to spend a lot
of time at Cumberland River and am very familiar with the lower river across fifty years, its
locally significant upper catchment is one of the least accessible areas of the state, beyond
pristine. (pic overleaf top left from c.1980 exploration) I also have long familiarity with at
least the accessible parts of coastal streams from Lorne to Cape Otway. (overleaf top:
Erskine centre, Barham right) Monthly visits to Kyneton in recent years have also provided
a chance to get some walking along and monitoring of the Campaspe through the town.
(overleaf second row) This isn't the place for a detailed travelogue and I do not claim to
have been everywhere, nor to have seen streams beyond Moonee Ponds, Maribyrnong and
Cumberland in all conditions, but the points made below are based on sufficient familiarity
and mostly recent visits.
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Those who concern themselves with water in the Wimmera seem to have a good grasp of
the dynamics of the Grampians being the dominant source of rivers in the western third of
the state; the contrast between the volumes held in Grampians reservoirs and the volumes
needed to even slightly change the water level of the vast expanses of Lakes Hindmarsh
and Albacutya; and the relatively minuscule amount needed to service the GWM Water
grid's stock and domestic obligations when compared to irrigation uses or normal river
flows. One problem is that such awareness has not seeped out far, so others imagine
sensible backup for those obligations as a disproportionate draw on others' entitlements
and wrongly assume Pykes Creek's visible near emptiness indicates the state of Grampians
storages. If a water market is to have any hope of working, the interested public and the
politicians need a much better understanding
of what the real demand and supply might be.
The recent dry hit hardest in unexpected
places, whether the Otways as discussed
below, the Campaspe (pic above lower right)
or major Maribyrnong tributary Deep Creek
at an old favourite swimming hole, shown
here hardly flowing only 3 weeks after a rain
even heavy enough to scour gravel pathways.
How we manage a catchment needs to take account of where that water ultimately flows to,
how much and how often. Irrigation dominates those catchments that feed the Murray, but
not to a comparable degree elsewhere. The Wimmera and Corangamite waters go into
lakes, as even Moonee Ponds Creek once did. Through much of Pleistocene and some more
recent prehistory the Phillip catchment did likewise, with the Barwon discharging via Corio
Bay rather than direct to Bass Strait at times. In each case evaporation from terminal lakes
exceeds inflow. While the Murray mouth and Lakes Entrance can occasionally close, there
may normally be sufficient natural flow through their terminal lakes to keep them open.
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And while there might appear to be superficial mirror symmetry between parts of the east
and west coasts, there are no similarities of detail between the Otway and Corner Inlet/
Bass coasts, nor between the southwest and East Gippsland. All the aforementioned and
even subcatchments therein get most of their rain from different weather systems. While
that may facilitate water trade or relief supply between catchments, the history of the
Snowy in particular suggests relying too much on that is fraught. Given those
considerations plus the Geelong and Ballarat urban areas, the Barwon-Moorabool
catchment belongs with the other Phillip catchments, but with Bunyip, like Corangamite,
becoming a corner case with more affinity to catchments further out than to their more
urban neighbours.
One point from the Friends of Moonee Ponds creek submission that I need to reemphasise
was the lack of any mention of Friends groups in the Discussion Paper. Analogous to
Landcare in more rural areas though more truly voluntary, Friends groups are a great
reservoir of local knowledge and a channel for increasing wider community awareness of
water concerns. While first generation Friends are ageing significantly, social media is
starting to catalyse much needed renewal. Litter is an issue everywhere, (see pic) but with
stormwater systems funnelling it particularly into urban streams and Clean Up Australia
day never falling soon enough after a rain event. The
Wimmera at Horsham provided a great reminder of the
psychosocial value of access to water to which I would
add the importance of accessible running water.
Fountains and similar “water features” have been first to
go under water restrictions but surely in this age of
improved stormwater harvesting they should be
amongst the first converted to harvested stormwater.
A key lesson from the Wye River fire is
that officialdom had little idea how dry
it had quickly become. Otways streams
that had looked healthy at the start of
spring but which missed the boost of
spring rains that were just assumed four
decades earlier but now coupled with
“unseasonal” warmth left Cumberland
River at a much lower level than I had
ever seen it and the forest surrounding
the camp absorbing downpours that
have always previously produced cliff
waterfalls. (old pic at left, but no cliff fall after storm 27 Jan 2016 flooded track, right) A
strong case can be made in this era of ubiquitous low cost electronics for much more fine
grained monitoring of complex terrains like the Otways and the Grampians, the lack of
established baseline data not being a valid excuse for not starting new collection points as
soon as possible as the only way to ever have a useful database. Relying on stations as far
away as Apollo Bay, Aireys Inlet, Mount Cowley and Mount Sabine to interpolate across
the complex terrain between Lorne and Wongara is frankly ridiculous, even more so when
the Bureau of Meteorology's two methods of publishing rainfall for 31st January showed
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Mount Cowley with 30mm in its gauge (at right) but only 5mm according to radar
integration. (left) Deep profile soil moisture monitoring also needs to be a priority if we are
ever to get useful projections for water
supply and fire hazard.

While it is known that past sea levels have risen at more than four metres per century,
“researchers are hesitant about predicting similarly rapid climate shifts in our future given
the huge stakes involved”.* The study of emergence in complex systems does not pretend
to be able to make precise predictions, in fact our inability to do so is its whole point.
However it does provide retrospective understanding of mechanisms of system
destabilisation and a broad feel for the scale distribution of possible events. So it would be
no real surprise if cascading feedback set off the kind of burst of sea level rise than nobody
is yet seriously preparing for, maybe even with transition in a low number of decades. Such
a sudden burst sea level rise would cripple most of Victoria's coastal developments without
preemptive defences. While the Gippsland lakes and coast including the Bunyip catchment
and some other places may be largely indefensible, discoveries about the relatively recent
history of Port/Lake Phillip may offer a Zuiderzee-like defence for Melbourne and Geelong.
A thousand years ago a natural structure inside the Heads, Nepean Bay Bar, had closed off
Lake Phillip for many centuries until it was breached and the sea flowed back in.†
Rediverting the Barwon from Reedy Lake via Corio Bay, raising levees in critical places,
reconsolidating Nepean Bay Bar and using it as the base for a raised barrier could provide
protection for the Phillip-Barwon catchment to maybe 15 metres above current sea level,
while leaving space for a protected floating port inside the Heads. Yes, such a prospect will
horrify environmentalists grounded in their own first experiences of the natural world, but
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the few of us with a hard-earned much longer term perspective know that nature too can
adapt with time and sometimes a little help.
The natural world is not some idealisation but must be allowed the space it needs to
continue to adapt. Wetlands and migratory waterbirds, whether RAMSAR protected or
not, are a most visible indicator here. From nearly always dry Lake Albacutya to the wholly
created Werribee sewerage farms, local and migratory birds readily find and exploit the
high but transitory natural productivity of these shifting environments. While global sea
levels have been uncharacteristically stable for 7,000 years, Victoria's coastline has
reformed and retreated with every Pleistocene interglacial. When, much more than not,
Lake Phillip was the destination of Yarra and Barwon waters and much in between, the, by
Victorian standards, vast plain 20 metres below current sea level would have flooded
intermittently on a scale well beyond Lakes Hindmarsh and Albacutya, and the birds that
exploited it would have had their booms and their busts as do those today who exploit
flooded Lake Eyre. We are going to need their adaptability to cope with climate change
even more than we need to invest in the mitigation effort.
*Nicola Jones, Yale e360, 05 May 2016
†G. R. Holdgate, B. Wagstaff & S. J. Gallagher, 2011

